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	The Semantic Web, which is intended to establish a machine-understandable Web, is currently changing from being an emerging trend to a technology used in complex real-world applications. A number of standards and techniques have been developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), e.g., the Resource Description Framework (RDF), which provides a general method for conceptual descriptions for Web resources, and SPARQL, an RDF querying language. Recent examples of large RDF data with billions of facts include the UniProt comprehensive catalog of protein sequence, function and annotation data, the RDF data extracted from Wikipedia, and Princeton University’s WordNet. Clearly, querying performance has become a key issue for Semantic Web applications.


	In his book, Groppe details various aspects of high-performance Semantic Web data management and query processing. His presentation fills the gap between Semantic Web and database books, which either fail to take into account the performance issues of large-scale data management or fail to exploit the special properties of Semantic Web data models and queries. After a general introduction to the relevant Semantic Web standards, he presents specialized indexing and sorting algorithms, adapted approaches for logical and physical query optimization, optimization possibilities when using the parallel database technologies of today’s multicore processors, and visual and embedded query languages.


	Groppe primarily targets researchers, students, and developers of large-scale Semantic Web applications. On the complementary book webpage readers will find additional material, such as an online demonstration of a query engine, and exercises, and their solutions, that challenge their comprehension of the topics presented.
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Macs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

    

Take an online Safari, see who you're iChatting with, or pack a Mac laptop
    

    Simply Mac-nificent — all the cool things your new Mac can do! This handy guide helps you make the most of every model. Find out how to use all the cool software that's included, start a GarageBand,...
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Analytical Characterization of Aluminum, Steel, and SuperalloysCRC Press, 2005

	The Analytical Characterization of Aluminum, Steel, and Superalloys addresses the needs of
	the practicing materials scientist and engineer, whether in an industrial or university setting,
	and the advanced student. This handbook provides a fundamental overview of a wide range
	of characterization methodologies and does not provide an...
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Psychopathology : Foundations for a Contemporary UnderstandingLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Since 1990, more than thirty textbooks for undergraduate abnormal psychology courses have
been published. This count does not include revised editions of existing books. The same period
has seen the publication of numerous "handbooks" in psychopathology and psychiatry, which
are conceived primarily as reference books for...
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Python for Data AnalysisO'Reilly, 2012

	
		The scientific Python ecosystem of open source libraries has grown substantially over the last 10 years. By late 2011, I had long felt that the lack of centralized learning resources for data analysis and statistical applications was a stumbling block for new Python programmers engaged in such work. Key projects for data...
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OpenStack Cloud Computing Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 100 recipes to successfully set up and manage your OpenStack cloud environments with complete coverage of Nova, Swift, Keystone, Glance, Horizon, Neutron, and Cinder


	Overview

	
		Updated for OpenStack Grizzly
	
		Learn how to install, configure, and manage all of the OpenStack core projects...
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Mastering Social Media Mining with RPackt Publishing, 2015

	Extract valuable data from your social media sites and make better business decisions using R


	About This Book

	
		Explore the social media APIs in R to capture data and tame it
	
		Employ the machine learning capabilities of R to gain optimal business value
	
		A hands-on guide with...
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